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C14 Automobile Insurance-----Part 1 
(Atlantic) 

Addendum-----January 2017 
(To be used with 2016 edition of the text.) 

 
Study 1, page 6 – Add the following to the list of automobile policy forms: 
 

 SPF 9 Transportation Network Policy—covers accidents that arise from the use or operation of 
the automobile as a transportation network automobile (Alberta only) 

 
Study 6, page 6 – Change the following amounts shown for Prince Edward Island Accident Benefits in the table  
(other limits and amounts remain as is): 
 

Medical and Rehabilitation = $50,000 
Funeral Expenses = $2,500 
Death Benefits: head of household = $50,000/spouse = $25,000/dependent = $5,000 
Loss of income: maximum weekly benefit = $250/unpaid housekeeper = $100 up to 52 weeks 

 
Study 6, page 7 – Change Example i. to the following: 
 

i. The head of the household in Prince Edward Island dies, leaving a spouse and one dependent 
survivor. The following benefit is payable: 
 
Benefit for the death of the head of the household = $50,000 
Benefit for additional survivor  =$  5,000 
Total  =$55,000  

 
Study 9, page 1 – Add the following to the bottom of the list of Learning Objectives: 
 

 Explain the risk exposures arising from automobile and transportation sharing. 
 
Study 9, page 7 – Add the following to the end of the study: 
 

Automobile and Transportation Sharing  
 
Today, many drivers are choosing not to own cars. Reasons for this choice include wanting to avoid 
the costs associated with car ownershi p, living downtown with its associat ed lack of parking, living 
close to work to m inimize commuting time and distance, and taking public transit instead of driving. 
Some new condominium developments are even being built incorporating car-sharing facilities.  
 
This behavioural shift from individual ownership to collaborative consum ption is driving the growth 
of sharing service companies, including ridesharing and car sharing. 
 
But loaning vehicles or g iving rides to other people is not without risk, some of which  may be 
covered by insurance. This section wi ll examine the features o f ridesharing insurance c overage, 
including a look at some of the insurance solutions in place in the jurisdictions in which ridesharing 
services are currently operating. 
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Initially, there were few i nsurance options for clie nts driving for ridesharing co mpanies. This is 
changing as new and innovative coverage solutions are becoming available to meet market needs.  
 
Although Canadian automobile insurance varies by province, the versions of the Owner’s Policy used 
in the vario us Canadian jurisdictions  generally exclude using personal vehicles for commercial 
purposes, including carrying passengers for a fee—as stated in the Excluded Uses section under the 
General Provisions, Definitions, and E xclusions. This means that car owners and drivers involved in 
a collision while using the car for ridesharing can be left with no coverage for damage to the vehicle 
and, potentially, no coverage at all. Depending on the jurisdiction, exclusions can apply to some or 
all of the following: 
 
 Third-party injury and property damage claims 

 Own vehicle damage 

 Accident Benefits or personal injury claims 
 

Example—Difference Between Commercial and Business Use  
Real estate agents may drive clients to view lis ted homes, since they  are in the business of selling  
houses. However, they can still technically conduct their business without the use of their vehicles.  
 
Now, look at couriers. Their business is driving packages from point A to point B. There’s no  
business without their vehi cles, as they  are used for commercial purposes. Similar to couriers, tax i 
drivers require commercial insurance because they transport passengers from one location to another. 
 
Ridesharing and Automobile Insurance 
 
The Financial Services Co mmission of Ontario (FSCO) refer s to the use of private vehicles  for hire 
that use an online-enabled application or system as “ridesharing services.” Alberta Treasury Board 
and Finance describes such services as Transportation Network Companies (TNC).  
 
The following case study on Uber explores the issues impacting automobile insurance by ridesharing 
services/TNCs. 
 
The Case of Uber 

 
 Uber is a ridesharing application, or app, that links registered vehicle owners with riders. 
 The app provides users the option of selecting from services such as UberX (the most popular 

private car service) and other services providing various types of specialty vehicles. 
 Vehicle owners register with Uber as independent drivers or “partners.” 
 Driver partners set their own hours and drive as often or as seldom as they wish. 
 Riders post their trip requests on the app, including rider details and pick-up and drop-off 

locations.  
 Drivers access the app to select ride requests. 
 Once the ride is complete, the rider is billed by the app. No money is exchanged. 
 Uber pays its drivers weekly based on completed fares. Uber deducts a service fee for providing 

the app.  
 Uber operates in Alberta, Ontario, and Quebec (as of 2016). 
 
There is no question that an Uber driver is in br each of policy conditions while carry ing a rider. But 
how about when the driver is on the way to pick up a passenger? 
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Since driving to the pick-up location is a nece ssary part of the commercial transaction, the exclusion 
related to commercial use will likely apply during this period. 
 
Provincial legislators have generally  agreed that there are three distinct commercial activities during 
the ridesharing process. The standard Owner’s Policy is invalid during each of these three periods: 
 
Period 1—While the drive r is accessing the rideshare app in the vehicle, but has not yet selected a 
ride 
 
Period 2—After a ride is accepted and while the driver is on the way to pick up the passenger 
 
Period 3—While carrying the passenger from pick up to drop off 
 
Insurance for Ridesharing Drivers 
Commercial vehicles, like taxis and buses, are typically insured under a standard Owner’s Policy with 
the addition of a Permission to Carry Passengers for Compensation endorsement (such as Alberta’s 
SEF 6). This endorsement removes the exclusion related to carrying paying passengers. 
 
Up until 2016, this was th e only way to insure a ve hicle used for ridesharing. There are few markets 
writing taxi insurance, and rates can be two times higher or more than personal insurance rates. 
 
But is it really fair to rate an UberX driver like a taxi and charge the same premium as a full-time taxi 
driver? Consider that one UberX driver might drive a few times a week. Another might drive full 
time, but maybe for only a few months a year. 
 
At the same time, it’s not fair to charge personal insurance rates. Personal use could include 
commuting to and from work—taking the same route every day at the same time, and the vehicle sit s 
in a parking lot the rest of the day. 
 
Ridesharing drivers could be driving all day  long, in all  types of traffic, in u nfamiliar 
neighbourhoods, while trying to meet deadlines. They’re putting themselves at greater risk of being  
involved in a collision. And they’re assuming responsibility for the safety  of single or multiple 
passengers on every trip. 
 
With the i ncreasing popularity of ri desharing, there’s a growing risk of uninsured drivers putting 
vehicle owners, passenger s, and the public at ri sk. Ridesharing drivers may be unaware  of the 
exclusions in their policies, leading them to ina dvertently drive without valid coverage. Some drivers 
are aware of the exclusions, but choose not to disclose their sharing activities in order to avoid paying 
commercial insurance rates. Whether an honest m istake or deliberate non-disclosure, vehicle owners 
could be personally liable for injuries  and prop erty damage they cause to passengers and other 
drivers. 
 
Insurers and regulators have been working to deve lop solutions to the growing risk of u ninsured 
drivers. To be effective, a solution must encompass the following: 
 
 Include a rating structure that charges rideshare drivers a fair rate based on their use. 
 Ensure that ridesharing premiums cover claims so that personal-use policyholders do not 

subsidize ridesharing drivers.  
 Ensure market availability for ridesharing drivers. 
 Ensure that premiums are reasonably affordable. 
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Ridesharing Endorsement 

 
In 2016, a major Canadian insurer l aunched a rid esharing endorsement in Ontario, with plans to 
expand to Al berta and po ssibly Quebec. This endor sement can be added to the standard Owner’s 
Policy to gra nt permission for the driver to car ry paying passengers and to use the vehicle for 
commercial ridesharing activities. It is available to drivers who meet the following criteria: 
 
 They are contracted with a TNC, such as Uber. 
 They drive for the service for a maximum of 20 hours per week. 
 They meet minimum licensing and driver experiences guidelines. 
 
Coverage specifically extends to the periods when the driver has logged into the app, is waiting for a 
ride request, is on route to pick up a passenger, and is carry ing the passenger. Coverage does not 
apply for any other commercial activities and will not  extend to provide coverage for any  rides not 
arranged through the app. 
 
Other insurers are st arting to offer similar endorsements. But these endorsements are not  
standalone—the driver has to be insure d with a specific insurer (that offers the endorsement) and 
meet the eligibility criteria to get coverage. 
 
Provincial Regulations for Ridesharing 
 
In 2016, regulators in Alberta, Ontario, a nd Quebec developed uniq ue approaches to insuring  
ridesharing activities. 
 
Alberta 
 
Alberta’s solution is to make the TNC responsible  for i nsuring its drivers. This guara ntees that 
ridesharing drivers are properly insured, rather than putting the onus on individual vehicle owners. 
The Alberta Treasury Board and Finance approved a new standard automobile policy form, the 
Standard Automobile Form – Transportation Networks (SPF 9).   
 
This policy is used to ensure a TNC, such as Uber. Any TNC operating in Alberta must purchase an 
SPF 9. It automatically  covers all dri vers contracted with the TNC while engaged in ridesharing 
activities for Third Part y Liability coverage, statut ory Accident Benefits, and optional physical 
damage coverages. Individual vehicle owners are obliged to notify their personal insurance company 
if they are a TNC driver. Insurers may charge an additional premium, but insurers are not required to  
insure ridesharing drivers. 
 
Quebec 
 
Quebec took the approach that ridesharing is essentia lly a taxi service and should be regulated by  the 
province. The Superior Court of Quebec passed Bill 100 in June 2016, affirming that ridesharing will 
be regulated as a taxi service. Ridesharing drivers will be required to obtain a t axi class driver’s 
license, a taxi permit, and commercial insurance in order to operate in the province. This bill included 
provision to delay implementation until October 2016 to allow the province and Uber to  come up 
with alternative solutions. 
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Ontario 
 
Ontario has im plemented a tem porary measure until le gislation can be drafted to “full y integrate 
sharing economy business models into Ontario’s auto insurance system.” 
 
The Financial Services Commission of Ontario (FSCO) approved changes to the definition of “fleet” 
under the Insurance Act, which allows ridesharing companies to insure all of its driver vehicles under 
the fleet policy . The definition restricts operations to rides that are pre-arr anged through the app. 
FSCO approved one insu rer’s endorsement that dele tes the exclusion related to carrying  paying 
passengers under the Standard Autom obile Owner’s Policy (OAP1) for blanket fleet coverage. Uber  
has since arranged a blanket fleet policy which automati cally covers all of its driver partner vehicles. 
FSCO clarified that the new fleet policy is effective primarily during the pre-acceptance period—after 
the driver logs onto the app but has not yet accepted a ride. In addition, the fleet policy  will be 
primary for the driver’s Accidental Benefits. 
 
The Uber fleet policy  requires drivers to notif y their personal insurers that they are involved in 
ridesharing. The two policies work together: While  the vehicle is driven for personal purposes, the  
owner’s own insurance will respond to a claim. While the driver is operating for Uber, the Uber fleet 
policy will respond. 
 
The fleet pol icy includes Third Party  Liability coverage, Accident Benefits, and optional  physical 
damage coverage. It does not cover other endorsements that may be on the owner’s personal policy. If 
the owner does not purchase the optional physical damage coverage under the fleet policy, there is no 
coverage for own vehicle damage while participating in ridesharing. 
 
The ridesharing endorsement helps bri dge this gap. The endors ement acts to extend  all policy 
coverages under the Owner’s Polic y while the vehicle is operated for ridesharing. That mean s if the 
owner has higher Third Party Liability coverage limits, optional increased Accident Benefits, or other 
endorsements (for example, loss of use), these coverag es continue to apply while the vehicle is being 
used for ridesharing purposes. 

 
Study 10, page 2 – Update the contents listing as follows: 
 

Material Change in Risk  
Prohibited Use by Insured  
Prohibited Use by Others  
Requirements Where Loss or Damage to Persons or Property 
Requirements Where Loss or Damage to Automobile  
 Examination of Insured 
 Insurer Liable for Cash Value of Automobile 
 Repairing or Replacing 
 No Abandonment; Salvage 
 In Case of Disagreement 
Inspection of Automobile  
Time and Manner of Payment of Insurance Money  
 When Action May be Brought 
 Limitation of Actions 
Who May Give Notice and Proofs of Claim  
Termination  
Notice 

 




